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alrairs ; acither the letters she writes, nor those she 
receives are any longer regarded as exclusively hers. 
In a few cases this may be necessilry, but do not 
nurses and relatives interfere with correspondonce 
too often and too loiig 1 

Another right of the invalid is to have modesty 
and delicacy of feeling, and even what I have heard 
called diegustahility ” respected. Nurses often do 
not sufficiently realise that to (be ldp7essZy ill carries 
with it: to many people, an alinost unbearable smsc 
O F  personal humiliation, and that it is in  the power 
of the attendants to lighten or iiiorease this burden.; 
To the nur-e i t  all seeins so ordinary and matter of 
course, to the sufferer so 11ew and repellent and 
intolerable. 

I f  nurses, amateur as well as professional, would 
give a thought now and again, to the rights ,of 
invalids i t  would ease the sufferer’s lot. None of US 
would be the worse for remcmbering the Inspector- 
Geqeral’s fiat, ‘(They’re all squire@, every one of 
them. ” 
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INTRQDUCTORS. 
The following instructions and rules are intended 

to be of assistance to obstetrical nurses in  cnring fpr 
patients by a system of daily visits. Many people 
;ire so situated as to be unable to employ a trained 
nurse during confincment. The half-trained or 
practical nurse is. usually most umatisfactxy and a 
great trial to the conscientious obstetriciau. A well- 
trained visiting nurse, who comes once or twice 
daily to attend to the most important duties, is 
niuch to be preferred to a nurse who gives her 
entire time to the case, but who does not fully 
appreciate the principles of asepsis and antisepsis. 
The so-called practical nurse ” is usually in that 
position. 

The average hospital trained nurse, surro mded 
with every convonience that the modern instifution 
now supplies, is put at great disadvantage when 
introduced iuto the home of a poor patient recently 
confined and ill supplied with sterile dressings 
and appliances such as hospitals provide in 
abundance, Her natural ingenuity is put to the 
test and her previous traiuing often found difficult 
of application. 

I n  carrying out a large outdoor obstetrical clinic, 
where the patient’s surroundings are often of the 
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*poorest, it has been found to’be quite possible toBrin3 
theper. cent. of mortality down to II point which quite 
rivals that of the lying-in wards of the.hospitals by 
employing a system of careful nursing crarried on by 
pupil nurses under our direcb control. In the twin- 
ing of such nurses a syjtem of procedure has evolved 
itself that has proved convenient and useful, It is 
the product of much experience and i 3  offered for 
the iirst time as something which may olfer 
awihnce to visiting nurses or those engaged in 
training them. 

No woman should contewplate the work of nn 
obstetrical nurse without having the following things 
in her favour :- 

‘ 1. A libem1 common school education ; 
2. Youth and robust health ; 
3. Lzrge powers of endurance ; 
4. Cheerful inanners with a discreet tongue; 
5. Concentridion of mind upon the importance of 

every detail and the power to systematically accom- 
plish the things which these rules indicate ; 

6. .A knowledge of the fact that in no line of 
nursing does an error in  ahtiseptic technique pro- 
duce more disastcbus results than in obstetrical 
.nursing, and that the nuree shares equally with the 
physician and patient in the grave responsibility of 
keeping the case free from infections. 

THEI NURSE’S BAG. 
A stout leather bag, large enough to contain the 

1. Copper cylinder filled with pledgets of sterile 

2, Two stxile granite bisins in clean muslin bag. 
3. Bottle of bichlJride of mercury tablets (7.3 

grs.). 
4. Bottle of sahurated boric acid solution. 
5. Bottle of pulverised boracic acid. 
6. Bjttle comp. licorice powder or comp. cathar. 

7. Bottle with sberilo tapes in alcohol for tying 

S. Box or tube of green soap. 
9. Pair of baby’s scales. 
10. Bottle of comp. tinct. of benzoin, 
11. Finger brush in copper case. 
12. Temperature chest. 
13. Thermometers (fevey and &th). 
14. Pair of scissors and medicine dropper. 
15. Nail file. 
16. Pencil and note book. 
17. Surgical apron and package of sterile vul- 

var pads, 
C n ~ e  of Buy.-The nurse is re3ponsible for the 

care and cleanliness o€ the bag and its contents. 
The interior of a leather bag can be sterilised by 
wetting a sponge with two or three ounces of 
formalin, placing it fnsido, and after ClO8ing 
tightly, allow the bag to stand over night with-. 
oat openingi $uoh 8 fumigation should be prac- 

following articles, is carried by the nurse :- 

absorbent cotton. 

pills. 

cord. 
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